MRI analysis for rotation of total knee components.
The aim of this study was to analyze rotation of total knee (TKA) implant components using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and to assess the reproducibility of results. It was hypothesized that rotation of both femoral and tibial implants would be reliably reproduced. A retrospective analysis of 55 MRI studies in subjects with painful TKA implants was conducted. There were 27 zirconium and 28 cobalt/chrome/molybdenum alloy (CoCrMo) femoral components in the group. The rotation angle of femoral and tibial components was measured and determined. Statistical analysis included tests for reliability, variance between implant groups, standard deviations and confidence intervals. There was a sufficient inter- and intra-observer reliability determined for rotation in all implants. The inter-observer reliability was notably higher in the zirconium femur group with significant less variance and lower standard deviations than the CoCrMo femoral component comparison group. Standard deviations for femoral rotational analysis were within a clinically acceptable range. The standard deviations were considerably higher in the tibial component rotational analysis. MRI analysis of the rotation of femoral implants after TKA allows good reproducibility, especially with review of zirconium implants. There is less reproducibility for tibial components related to the applied geometric method to quantify rotation and not to the MRI technique.